Minor Information:

Students have the option of declaring a minor to enhance their Major program of study. All studio majors may be declared as minors as well as liberal studies and minors through a cross-registration agreement at Marquette University.

A minor consists of a minimum of 15 credits, and may double count towards major requirements if applicable. (example: studio minor classes will apply towards studio electives in a Major program of study and HU/WR cross-listed classes will apply towards required Humanities class and towards a writing minor.)

Please complete the minor declaration form below when you have completed or are registered for a minimum of 6 credits towards the anticipated minor, and return the form to the Registrar’s office (RL45E or D).

The credits of a minor must be completed at the Milwaukee Institute of Art & Design if they are part of the final 30 residency credits (unless they are part of an approved Marquette minor). See the student handbook for Residency Policy.

Be aware that courses may have prerequisites and/or may not be offered every semester. Please plan accordingly. It may take additional semesters, including summer to complete a minor.

MINOR FORM
DECLARATION OF A MINOR

Student Name (print): __________________________________________________________

Declare Minor in: 1. ________________________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________________________

• I have completed or am currently registered for a minimum of 6 credits toward my anticipated minor.
• I understand that a minimum of 15 credits is required to earn a minor.
• I understand that declaring/changing my minor may result in a change in course requirements and that additional semesters may be required to complete degree requirements.

Student Signature: ____________________________________________________________

Date: _________________________________________________________________________

REGISTRAR’S USE ONLY
Received by: ______________________ Date: _____________

☐ File Maker  ☐ Minor Requirements  ☐ POS
Communication Design (total 15cr)
Choose from:
DS200 – Communication Design I
DS201 – Communication Design II
DS202 – Type I
DS203 – Type II
DS230 – Computer Studio I
DS231 – Computer Studio II

Industrial Design (total 15cr)
Choose from:
DS240 – Materials & Methods I
DS241 – Materials & Methods II
DS250 – Industrial Design I
DS251 – Industrial Design II
DS252 – Technical Illustration
DS253 – Visual Techniques I

New Studio Practice (total 15cr)
Choose from:
NSP200 – Singularity & Multiplicity
NSP206/207* - Studio Principles
NSP220/221* - Approaches to Making
*These classes can be repeated with different topics

Book Art (total 15cr)
Required (3cr):
Intro to Book Arts
Choose from (12cr):
POD & Digital Bookmaking
Altered Books
Letterpress
Small Quick Boos
Pop-up Books

*Understanding Entrepreneurship
*May be taken at Marquette

Illustration (total 15cr)
Required (3cr):
DS210 – Illustration I
Choose from (12cr):
DS211 – Illustration II
DS212 – Illustration Media
DS214 – Figure Drawing for Illustrators
DS215 – Adv. Figure Drawing for Illustrators
DS230 – Computer Studio I
DS231 – Computer Studio II
DS202 – Type I

Interior Architecture + Design (total 15cr)
All required:
DS220 – IADI & DS222 – IAD Drawing/CAD I
DS221 – IAD II & DS223 – IAD Drawing/CAD II &
DS225 – IAD Systems II
DS320 – IAD III & DS322 – IAD Drawing/CAD III

Furniture (total 15cr)
Choose from:
F121: RPC: Designing with wood
DS226 – Joinery & Fabrication OR
DS240 – Materials & Methods I (ID majors) OR
NSP206 – Studio Principles Wood (NSP majors)
DS227 – Design Build I
DS326 – Design Build II
DS327 – Advanced Fabrication
DS420 – Furniture Seminar I
DS421 – Furniture Seminar II

Digital Media Production (total 15cr)
Required (3cr):
Intro to Digital Media Production
Choose from (12cr):
Kinetic Typography
Intro to Concept Art
Intro to Stop Motion
Sequential Art
Art Direction
From Storytelling to Gaming
3D Computer Animation
Liberal Studies Minors

Art History (15cr)
Choose from:
AH212 – History of Modernism Fine Art
AH213 – History of Modernism Design
*AH318 – Art History Elective
*This course is repeatable with different topics.

Sciences (15cr)
Choose from:
SC220 – Patterns in Nature
*SC320 – Natural Science Elective
*SC350 – Natural Science Elective
*SC321 – Field Experience
Final 3cr of minor must be an Independent study prepared a year in advance.
*Repeatable up to 6cr with different topics.

Writing (15cr)
Choose from:
WR300 – The Creative Professional in Context
WR400 – Senior Writing Seminar
*WR340 – Writing Elective
*Repeatable with different topics.

Humanities (15cr)
Choose from:
HU340 – Topic in Humanities
*HU380 – Service Learning
*May apply HU380 towards Humanities minor with approval of the Department Chair or Humanities Advisor
Marquette Minors

WR200 is a prerequisite to start any Marquette minor. 6cr of a Marquette Minor may also count towards the 6cr of HU340 required for MIAD majors. Marquette courses/requirements are subject to change.

**Advertising (15cr)**

Required:
ADVE1400 – Advertising Principles
ADVE3000 – Adv. Research & Accnt Planning
Choose from:
ENTP3001 – Understanding Entrepreneurship
ADVE3400 – Advertising Copywriting
ADVE4100 – Advertising Media Planning
ADPR4300 – Advertising, PR & the Internet
ADVE4500 – Advertising & PR Account Mgmt
ADPR4600 – Multicultural & Intrntnl Adv & PR
ADVE4953 – Seminar in Adv & PR

**Copywriting (15cr)**

Required:
ADVE1400 – Advertising Principles
ADVE3400 – Advertising Copywriting
ADVE4400 – Advanced Advertising Copywriting
Choose from:
DGMD2335 – Intro to Scriptwriting
ENGL3210 – Writing Practices & Processes
ENGL3220 – Writing for Workplaces
ENGL4250 – Creative Writing: Fiction
JOUR4953 – Seminar in Journalism

**Business (15cr)**

Required:
LEOR3001 – Understanding Entrepreneurship
CMST2000 – Intro to Small Grp Communication
Choose from:
LEOR2210 – Accnt Principles & Applications
BUAD2100 – Accnt & Finance Fundamentals
ECON1001 – Intro to Economics
MARK3001 – Intro to Marketing
LEOR3320 – Organization Processes

**Psychology (15cr)**

Required:
PSYC1001 – General Psychology
Choose from:
PSYC3101 – Dev. Psych: Concept to Adol
PSYC3120 – Dev Psych: Adulthd to Aging
PSYC3201 – Intro to Social Psych
PSYC3210 – Psychology of Prejudice
PSYC3220 – Human Sexuality
PSYC3230 – Business & Org Psych
PSYC3401 – Abnormal Psych
PSYC3501 – Theories of Personality
PSYC3560 – Psych of Religion
-Students that wish to complete both Humanities & Psychology minor will need to complete and additional 6cr.